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Fundamental issues of deposit insurance are be-
ing debated in the United States and abroad.  In
the United States, the debate was stimulated by

the upsurge in bank failures in the 1980s and dissatis-
faction with the record of depository institution regula-
tion during that period.  One result of the experience
of the 1980s was passage of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991
(FDICIA).    Further reforms are being debated, partly
reflecting the view of some observers that FDICIA did
not go far enough.1 Although the present favorable
banking climate makes comprehensive reform unlike-
ly, public discussion of deposit insurance issues could
significantly influence the shape of any future action. 

Among other countries, an increasing number have
adopted deposit insurance in recent years, which often
replaced the informal practice of providing ad hoc pro-
tection for bank depositors when crises arise.  The
spread of explicit deposit insurance has partly been a
response to a series of banking crises in various coun-
tries.2 In 1994, a European Union (EU) directive re-
quired each member nation to adopt an explicit system
of mandatory deposit protection with specified mini-
mum levels of coverage.3 In Eastern Europe, deposit
insurance was adopted as countries in this region
moved from state-owned to privately owned banks.  In
establishing formal deposit insurance de novo, these
countries have had to address issues that, for many
years, confronted (and still confront) U.S. policymak-
ers.4

This article examines several main deposit insur-
ance issues.  Part 1 discusses the role and functions of
deposit insurance and the nature of the moral-hazard

and principal/agent problems inherent in deposit insur-
ance.  Part 2 surveys and analyzes specific proposals to
reform deposit insurance, grouping them according to
whether they increase depositors� risk, increase bank
owners� costs, rely on increased use of market mecha-
nisms to ensure prompt regulatory action, or restrict the
range of banking activity financed by insured deposits.
Part 3 analyzes the trade-off that deposit insurance re-
quires between certain public-policy objectives and
the attendant costs and risks.  In this concluding part,
differences in views on reform issues are attributed
mainly to differences in views on the following matters:
public-policy priorities, the economic role of bank in-
termediation, the cost of bank risk monitoring, and the
relative efficacy of government supervisory authorities
and private-sector agents in identifying and restraining
risky bank behavior.
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put from Frederick Carns, Lee Davison, Robin Heider, Kenneth
Jones, James Marino, Daniel Nuxoll, Jack Reidhill, Marshall
Reinsdorf, Steven Seelig, and Ross Waldrop.  Editing and production
of the manuscript were expertly handled by Jane Lewin, Detta
Voesar, Geri Bonebrake, Kitty Chaney, and Cora Gibson.

1 Proposals for reforming the deposit insurance and bank regulatory
systems have recently been advanced by bankers and banking
groups, Federal Reserve Board governors and reserve bank officials,
bank consulting firms, think tanks, academics, and others.  Some of
the recent proposals are variations of ideas advanced much earlier.

2 Garcia (1999). 
3 Commission of the European Communities (1994). 
4 Many of the issues associated with maintaining an effective deposit

insurance system were explored in an FDIC symposium  (FDIC
[1998]).
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Role of Deposit Insurance
In the United States bank insurance dates back to

1829, when the first program to protect bank creditors
was established in New York State.  Among the main
purposes of this and subsequent programs were pro-
tecting the local economy from the disruptions in the
money supply that resulted when banks failed and pro-
tecting holders of bank liabilities against loss.  For
many proponents of bank insurance, another important
objective was to support a predominantly unit banking
system.  Although public discussions have often em-
phasized protecting the small saver, promoting finan-
cial-market stability and achieving other broad
objectives have become major rationales for bank de-
posit insurance in this country. 

In all, six states established bank insurance systems
during the pre�Civil War period; some of them experi-
enced financial difficulties, and all of them were effec-
tively put out of business by the creation of the
national banking system in 1863.5 In the early 1900s
eight bank deposit insurance programs were estab-
lished, mainly in farm states;  during the agricultural
depression of the 1920s these systems became insol-
vent or inoperative.  In the U.S. Congress, 150 deposit
insurance bills were introduced between 1886 and
1933;  these attempts culminated in the establishment
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in 1933. 

Currently, deposit insurance is often described as
one element�the others are access to central bank ad-
vances and payments system guarantees�in a federal
government safety net extended to the banking system
because banks are deemed �special.�  The special na-
ture of banks lies in their vulnerability to sudden with-
drawals of funds from demand accounts, the central
role of bank accounts in the payments system, and the
role of banks in financial intermediation.  With respect
to the last of these, the dominant view is that banks
specialize in lending to idiosyncratic borrowers who
lack cost-effective access to capital markets and, in so
doing, develop borrower-specific information on these
borrowers.  This view implies that many bank loans are
illiquid and �opaque� to investors, analysts, and others
outside the bank.  Another way to describe the special
nature of banks is to say that they specialize in trans-
forming liquid deposits into illiquid loans.  Banks pro-
vide liquidity not only to depositors but also to
borrowers, who draw down loans on demand against
outstanding commitments.6 Any assessment of pro-
posed changes in deposit insurance must give due
weight to the special role of bank intermediation.

An alternative view of banking holds that some
banks are, and more banks are becoming, merely hold-
ers and traders of marketable instruments.  This view
tends to diminish the �specialness� of banking and im-
plies that the safety net needed for its protection
should be changed. 

Insurance Limits
The importance of financial-market stability and

other broad objectives of deposit insurance is suggest-
ed by the insurance limits prescribed under the various
insurance programs adopted or proposed in this coun-
try.  Insurance coverage in the United States has sel-
dom if ever been limited to �small� savers.  None of
the 14 pre-FDIC state-sponsored bank insurance pro-
grams limited the amount of insurance that was pro-
vided to an individual note-holder or depositor.
Furthermore, of the 150 deposit insurance bills intro-
duced in Congress between 1886 and 1933, 120 pro-
vided for insuring all, or essentially all, deposits
without limiting the amounts insured.7

The Banking Act of 1933, which established the
FDIC, departed from previous practice with respect to
insurance limits by establishing a coinsurance feature
that limited the amount of coverage provided to large
depositors.  The initial �permanent� deposit insurance
plan adopted as part of the 1933 Act provided for 100
percent coverage up to $10,000 for each depositor, 75
percent for deposits in excess of $10,000 up to $50,000,
and 50 percent for deposits above $50,000.  Relative to
the financial resources of the vast majority of people at
the time, however, the limit on 100 percent coverage
was set high.8 Moreover, the coinsurance feature nev-
er actually went into effect but was replaced by a tem-
porary overall ceiling of $2,500 that was raised to $5,000
in 1934, a ceiling that was adopted in the revised per-

5 FDIC (1950), 63�101; (1952), 59�72; (1953), 45�67; (1956), 47�72;
and (1983), appendix G.  Also Golembe and Warburton (1958),
English (1993), and Calomiris (1990).  The demise of the pre-Civil
War state insurance programs was partly the result of conversions
from state to national bank charters after 1863 and the prohibitive tax
Congress levied in 1865 on state bank notes, a principal bank liabili-
ty at the time.

6 Rajan (1998), 14�18; Bhattacharya and Thakor (1993); Murton (1989),
1�10; and U.S. Department of the Treasury (1991), I-1 to I-11. 

7 The remaining 30 bills would have generally covered less than 100
percent of deposits, excluded interest-bearing accounts, or excluded
accounts paying more than a specified rate of interest (FDIC [1950],
73).

8 In constant dollars, the $10,000 limit on 100 percent coverage in 1933
was approximately 25 percent higher than the $100,000 limit in 1998.
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manent plan of the Banking Act of 1935.  According to
FDIC estimates at the time, the $5,000 limit provided
full coverage for more than 98 percent of all deposi-
tors.9 The ceiling was subsequently raised in several
steps.  The most recent increase in the insurance limit,
from $40,000 to $100,000 in 1980, was apparently de-
signed to help depository institutions, particularly thrift
institutions, compete for funds.10

Deposit Insurance and 
the Unit Banking System 

Deposit insurance has long been perceived as pro-
viding important support for a banking system made
up of a large number of independent institutions.11

Over the years, adherents of a predominantly unit
banking system sought deposit insurance in order to
provide a viable alternative to branch banking systems,
which benefit from geographic diversification.
According to one prominent view, the reason federal
deposit insurance was finally adopted in the 1930s was
the support it drew from two groups that until then had
pursued divergent aims:  those who sought to avoid the
adverse effects of bank failures on the money supply,
and those who sought to preserve the existing banking
structure.12

Much has changed since the early days of federal de-
posit insurance; in particular, branching restrictions
have been dismantled and the banking industry has
experienced ongoing consolidation.  A plausible
hypothesis is that without deposit insurance, consoli-
dation would have proceeded more rapidly.13 Never-
theless, the banking system continues to be made up
of a large number of independently owned banks and
thrift institutions.14 Moreover, the old conflicts be-
tween adherents of unit banking and adherents of
branch banking find an echo in current discussions of
possible reforms of deposit insurance.  It seems more
than coincidental that within the banking industry, the
institutions that favor privatizing deposit insurance are
mainly large and geographically diversified, whereas
community banks are generally staunch supporters of
federal deposit insurance.

Moral-Hazard and Principal/
Agent Problems
Federal deposit insurance has been enormously suc-

cessful in averting banking panics and preventing bank
failures from adversely affecting the nonfinancial econ-
omy.  Inherent in deposit insurance, however, are what
have come to be called �moral-hazard� and �princi-

pal/agent� problems.  Most proposals for reforming de-
posit insurance seek to address these problems. 

Moral Hazard
When applied to deposit insurance, the term moral

hazard refers to the incentive for insured banks to en-
gage in riskier behavior than would be feasible in the
absence of insurance.15 Because insured depositors are
fully protected, they have little incentive to monitor
the risk behavior of banks or to demand interest rates
that are in line with that behavior.  Accordingly, banks
are able to finance various projects at interest costs that
are not commensurate with the risk of the projects, a
situation that under certain circumstances may lead to
excessive risk taking by banks, misallocation of eco-
nomic resources, bank failures, and increased costs to
the insurance fund, to solvent banks, and to taxpayers.

Moral hazard is present because (1) a stockholder�s
loss, in the event a bank fails, is limited to the amount
of his or her investment; and (2) deposit insurance pre-
miums have been unrelated to, or have not fully com-
pensated the FDIC for, increases in the risk posed by

9 FDIC (l934), 34.  In constant dollars, the value of the 1935 ceiling of
$5,000 was equivalent to approximately 59 percent of the $100,000
ceiling in 1998.

10 Before passage of the 1980 legislation that provided for a $100,000
limit, the FDIC testified that an accurate adjustment for inflation
would raise the limit to only approximately $60,000 (FDIC [1997],
1:93).  Since then, price increases have once again eroded the real
value of the insurance limit.  In constant dollars, the value of the cur-
rent $100,000 ceiling is equivalent to approximately 59 percent of
the 1980 ceiling after it was raised to $100,000 and is approximately
76 percent of the 1974 ceiling after it was raised to $40,000.  

11 It may be noted that all 14 of the states that adopted bank liability
insurance before 1933 had unit banking systems and that in the
ante-bellum South, where branch banking prevailed, deposit insur-
ance did not take root.  Furthermore, of the 150 deposit insurance
bills introduced in Congress from 1886 to 1933, the largest number
were introduced by legislators from predominantly unit banking
states (Golembe [1960]; Calomiris [1990]).

12 Golembe (1960), 182.
13 FDIC (1984), 5.
14 At the end of 1998 there were 10,461 FDIC-insured banks and thrift

institutions.  If multibank holding companies were counted as sin-
gle units, the number of independent institutions would drop to
8,554.

15 The New Palgrave: A Dictionary of Economics defines moral hazard as
�actions of economic agents in maximizing their own utility to the
detriment of others, in situations where they do not bear the full
consequences or, equivalently, do not enjoy the full benefits of their
actions due to uncertainty and incomplete or restricted contracts which
prevent the assignment of full damages (benefits) to the agent re-
sponsible� (Kotowitz [1987], 549�51).  In the context of deposit in-
surance, moral hazard has been defined as �the incentive created by
insurance that induces those insured to undertake greater risk than
if they were uninsured because the negative consequences are
passed through to the insurer� (Bartholemew [1990], 163).
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a particular bank.  Moral hazard is particularly acute for
institutions that are insolvent or close to insolvency.
Owners of insolvent or barely solvent banks have
strong incentives to favor risky behavior because losses
are passed on to the insurer, whereas profits accrue to
the owners.  Owners of nonbank companies with little
capital also have reason to favor risky activities, but at-
tempts to shift losses to creditors are restrained by de-
mands for higher interest rates, refusal to roll over
short-term debt, or, in the case of outstanding long-
term bond indebtedness, restrictive covenants re-
quired when the bonds were issued.

Probably the most effective counterforce to moral
hazard is a strong capital position.  Because losses will
be absorbed first by bank capital, the likelihood (other
things being equal) that they will be shifted to the
FDIC diminishes as the capital of the bank increases.
In addition, increased capital serves to protect creditors
and helps reduce distortions in bank funding costs
caused by deposit insurance.  Capital regulation, there-
fore, tends to curb moral hazard, as do other forms of
supervisory intervention�specifically the examina-
tion, supervision, and enforcement process.16 More-
over, risk-based capital standards and risk-based
insurance premiums attempt to impose costs on banks
according to the institutions� risk characteristics.
Forces operating within the bank may also restrain
moral hazard.17

The view that moral hazard is restrained by coun-
terforces is supported by some studies of experience in
the 1980s, which suggest that actual bank and thrift be-
havior differed from the behavior expected on the
basis of the moral-hazard principle.18 It is also note-
worthy that from the early 1930s through the 1970s few
banks failed, even though flat-rate deposit insurance
premiums presumably encouraged risk taking by
banks.  Apparently other factors (for example, legal re-
strictions on entry, deposit interest-rate payments, and
other activities) had an offsetting effect by insulating
many banks from competition and limiting their incen-
tive and ability to take on more risk.

Nevertheless, it is clear that regulatory practices in
the 1980s imposed inadequate restraints on moral haz-
ard.  Most bank failures were resolved without losses to
uninsured depositors and nondeposit creditors, al-
though shareholders� investments were generally
wiped out.  Such transactions contributed to the stabil-
ity of the banking system but also enabled large insti-
tutions to finance risky activities with both insured and
nominally uninsured deposits at low interest rates.  In

the case of savings-and-loan associations, many thrifts
were permitted to operate with little or no capital and
therefore had strong incentives for risky behavior. 

Principal/Agent Issue
Closely related to moral hazard is the principal/agent

issue.  This term refers to situations in which an agent
binds the principal but acts in a manner not in the best
interest of the principal, either because the two parties�
compensations are not aligned or because the principal
lacks the information or power needed to effectively
monitor and control the actions of the agent.19

According to some writers, regulators and elected offi-
cials (agents for the taxpayer) have an incentive to ig-
nore the problems of troubled institutions under their
jurisdiction and delay addressing them in order to cov-
er up past mistakes, wait for hoped-for improvements
in the economy, avoid trouble �on their watch,� or
serve some other purposes of self-interest.20 Because
insured depositors are protected, an insolvent institu-
tion with few uninsured depositors can continue to op-
erate for a lengthy period unless supervisory authorities
take action to close it.  However, partly because oper-
ating losses still accrue, delay in closing the institution
often increases the cost when the institution is finally
resolved.  Thus, the agent (regulator or elected official)
has different incentives with respect to the timing of
action from the principal (taxpayer), and deposit insur-

16 The effectiveness of the examination and enforcement process in
addressing problem banks is assessed in Curry et al. (1999).

17 Owners of an insolvent or barely solvent bank may conclude that
the bank has some franchise value as a going concern (resulting, for
example, from existing lending relationships) that is not transfer-
able to new owners and may therefore follow more-conservative
policies than would be expected on the basis of the moral-hazard
principle.  Owners of such banks may also be restrained by man-
agers who seek to preserve their reputations and employment
prospects by pursuing more-conservative policies than are in the in-
terests of owners (Demsetz, Saidenberg, and Strahan [1997],
278�83; Keeley [1990], 1183�200).  

18 One study of savings institution failures in 1985�1991 concluded
that, among thrifts that failed, risky strategies of rapid growth and
nontraditional investment were adopted mainly by thrifts that were
initially well-capitalized, rather than by institutions that were already
close to insolvency (Benson and Carhill [1992], 123�31).  A study of
Texas commercial banks concluded that for banks with high-risk
profiles (as measured by loan-to-asset ratios), slower growth of cap-
ital was not accompanied by more rapid loan growth, contrary to
what the moral-hazard principle would lead one to expect  (Gunther
and Robinson [1990], 1�8).  

19 Stiglitz (1987), 966�71. 
20 See, for example, Kane (1995).
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ance enables the agent to pursue policies not in the in-
terest of the principal.21

This view is based heavily on the performance of
savings-and-loan regulators during the early 1980s in
failing to close barely solvent and insolvent savings in-
stitutions.  This practice partly reflected the depleted
state of the S&L deposit insurance fund (the former
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation) and
the initial unwillingness of S&L regulators, the S&L
industry, Congress, and the administration in the early
1980s to provide, or support provision of, the funds
necessary to close insolvent thrifts.  Also important
were historical conflicts between the objective of pro-
moting housing (the function of S&Ls) and that of
maintaining the institutions� safety and soundness, the
virtual control of the S&L insurance agency by the
S&L chartering agency, and the undue influence the
S&L industry exerted on its regulator.

The bank regulatory agencies did not suffer from
similar deficiencies, and their experience in the 1980s
was better.  Most failed banks were resolved within the
time frames later prescribed by FDICIA, although in
some large-bank exceptions resolution was significant-
ly delayed.22 Nevertheless, the fact remains that un-
less other forces intervene, deposit insurance makes it
possible for regulators to delay the resolution of insol-
vent banks and thrifts if they so choose, and such delay
runs the risk that, when the institutions are finally re-
solved, losses to the insurance fund will have been un-
necessarily increased.

Efforts to Curb Moral-Hazard and
Principal/Agent Problems 

Concern about bank risk taking and what is now
called the moral-hazard problem is by no means new.
A few of the earlier insurance programs incorporated
stringent provisions to restrain risk taking by insured
banks.23 Bank stockholders were subject to double li-
ability until the 1930s.  The Banking Act of 1933, while
phasing out double liability for national banks, intro-
duced other restraints on bank risk taking.  As noted
above, the initial permanent plan for federal deposit in-
surance (adopted in 1933) set the insurance limit at less
than 100 percent for deposits over $10,000.  In addi-
tion, the 1933 Act authorized insured-deposit payoffs
as the sole method of resolving bank failures.  Finally,
both the initial permanent plan and the temporary plan
that replaced it provided for �insured depositor prefer-
ence� in the settlement of receivership claims:  the
FDIC was to be made whole for its obligation to hold-
ers of insured deposits before any receivership divi-
dends were available to holders of uninsured

deposits.24 These initial FDIC provisions have special
significance for current discussions of various deposit
insurance issues, including the �too-big-to-fail� prob-
lem.  Had these provisions been retained beyond 1935
and had they been uniformly applied without govern-
ment intervention to protect creditors of large institu-
tions, uninsured depositors of failed banks would have
been subject to virtually automatic losses, and federal
deposit insurance and bank regulation might have de-
veloped quite differently from the way they have in the
United States.  In fact, however, these provisions were
abandoned in the Banking Act of 1935.25

FDICIA is the latest attempt to deal comprehen-
sively with the moral-hazard and principal/agent prob-
lems.26 The rules adopted in FDICIA were aimed at
preventing a recurrence of certain regulatory policies

21 Principal/agent issues may also exist within a bank�between own-
ers and managers�and may affect the bank�s risk behavior.  As
mentioned above, managers of insolvent banks may seek to pre-
serve their reputations and future employment prospects by follow-
ing less-risky policies than would be preferred by owners who have
nothing left to lose.  On the other hand, managers of solvent insti-
tutions may favor more-risky policies than owners if their compen-
sation is tied to the growth of the institution rather than to
profitability. See Demsetz, Saidenberg, and Strahan (1997); and
Gorton and Rosen (1995).

22 See FDIC (1997), 1:51�56 and 452�62. 
23 For example, in the pre�Civil War Indiana program (generally re-

garded as the most successful bank insurance program of that era),
each bank was liable to an unlimited extent for any losses suffered
by insured creditors of any other bank in the system.  In addition to
unlimited mutual liability for banks, stockholders of failed banks
were subject to �double liability,� and officers and directors of failed
banks were deemed by statute to be guilty of fraud and had the bur-
den of proving their innocence; if unable to prove their innocence,
managers were subject to unlimited personal liability.  Insured
banks were technically branches of a state bank that exercised con-
siderable supervisory authority over the individual �branches,� in-
cluding authority generally associated with central banking
organizations (Golembe and Warburton  [1958], IV-1 to IV-30).  

24 FDIC (1934), 117�21; Marino and Bennett (1999).
25 The Banking Act of 1935 authorized mergers as a method of re-

solving distressed banks, thereby making it possible to protect all
depositors and general creditors in the event of failure.  Specifically,
the Act authorized the FDIC to facilitate the consolidation of a
weak bank with a stronger one and the purchase of the weak bank�s
assets and the assumption of its liabilities, by making loans secured
by the bank�s assets, by purchasing its assets, or by guarantying the
acquiring bank against loss.  The Act also put uninsured depositors
and general creditors on a par with the FDIC for purposes of re-
ceivership claims.

26 The rules adopted in FDICIA require the following:  the mainte-
nance of the FDIC insurance funds at a specified target level; an-
nual on-site examinations except for small, highly rated banks and
thrifts; risk-based insurance premiums; increasingly severe regula-
tory restrictions on risk taking by a bank as its capital position de-
clines; closure of institutions whose capital positions fall below a
specified minimum; restrictions on Federal Reserve advances to
undercapitalized banks; and least-cost resolution of failed banks
and thrifts except if this were to pose systemic risk as determined
by the FDIC, the Federal Reserve Board, the Secretary of the
Treasury, and the U.S. president.
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and actions of the 1980s that had come to be regarded
with extreme disfavor.  These included the failure to
recapitalize the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation (FSLIC) promptly, cutbacks in bank ex-
amination forces, capital forbearance and delays in re-
solving troubled institutions, and protection of
uninsured depositors in failed-bank transactions.
Major provisions of FDICIA sought to strengthen the
tools available to regulators in curbing risky behavior
while at the same time restricting regulators� discre-

tionary authority in using these tools.  Although the
FDICIA rules have not been tested by adverse finan-
cial-market conditions, proposals for further reforms
generally assume that they are inadequate to restrain
moral hazard or that they still leave too much discretion
in the hands of regulators.  In general, most of these
proposals would subject banks and/or bank regulators
to greater market discipline by shifting to the private
sector responsibilities, costs, and risks now borne by
the regulatory and deposit insurance agencies. 

Reform proposals have been designed primarily to
(1) increase depositors� risk exposure; (2) impose in-
creased costs on bank owners in line with their banks�
risk characteristics; (3) use market mechanisms to en-
sure that prompt action is taken with respect to trou-
bled banks; or (4) restrict the range of banking
activities financed by insured deposits.27

Proposals to Increase Depositors� 
Risk Exposure
Proposals for exposing depositors to greater risk seek

to induce depositors to increase their monitoring of
bank risk and, by means of their deposit and with-
drawal activity, discipline and restrain risky banks.
However, increasing depositors� risk could defeat the
very purpose of deposit insurance.  Therefore, propo-
nents of such action generally seek to limit its applica-
tion to some particular group of depositors, chiefly
those who are deemed to have the knowledge and re-
sources to assess the riskiness of different banks.  The
main proposals to increase depositors� risk are reduc-
tion of deposit insurance limits, coinsurance for insured
depositors, mandatory losses for uninsured depositors,
insured-depositor preference in receivership claims,
abolition of �too big to fail,� and restriction of insur-
ance coverage to particular classes of depositors.

In assessing such proposals, one should bear in mind
the following considerations:  (1) the relative cost of ac-
quiring the information and analytical skills needed to
monitor bank risk as compared with the cost and/or in-
convenience of shifting funds to alternative invest-
ments entailing little risk; (2) the ability of depositors
(and other market participants) to monitor bank risk ef-
fectively on the basis of publicly available data, given
the �opaque� quality of bank loan portfolios; and (3)
the threat to the stability of the banking system result-
ing when potentially ill-informed depositors have
greater risk exposure.  The first two considerations are
central not only to the appraisal of proposals to expose

depositors to greater risk, but also to many other reform
proposals that seek to increase market discipline and
private-sector monitoring of bank risk.

Reduced Insurance Limits
Reducing the maximum amount of insurance avail-

able to an individual depositor has been suggested as a
means not only of giving more depositors incentives to
monitor the risk behavior of banks but also of reducing
failure-resolution costs while still providing protection
for truly �small� savers.28 Most countries with explicit
deposit insurance programs have insurance limits rep-
resenting only a fraction of $100,000.29 In the United
States reductions in insurance limits were considered
in the early 1990s, but no action was taken.  As price
levels have risen, however, the real value of the
$100,000 limit adopted in 1980 has declined to approx-
imately $60,000 in constant dollars.

As indicated above, three main considerations are
important in assessing proposals to increase depositors�

27 Deposit insurance issues and reform proposals are discussed in de-
tail in U.S. Department of the Treasury (1991). 

28 Effective insurance limits might be directly reduced by lowering
the present $100,000 ceiling, by aggregating (for purposes of the
$100,000 ceiling) the accounts held by a single depositor in more
than one bank, or by restricting the total amounts that could be in-
sured by a depositor under various rights and capacities.  (And in
any case, because insurance ceilings are typically allowed to remain
constant for periods of years, their real value declines during inter-
vals between adjustments.)  With respect to aggregating deposits
held in different institutions, the FDIC conducted a study, as re-
quired by FDICIA, of the cost and feasibility of tracking the in-
sured and uninsured deposits of any individual and of the exposure
of the federal government to all insured depository institutions
(FDIC [1993a]).

29 Of 68 countries identified by the International Monetary Fund as
having explicit deposit insurance systems, most had insurance lim-
its below $100,000, based on June 1998 exchange rates (Garcia
[1999]).  This information refers to ongoing, explicit insurance pro-
grams.  Some countries have implicit guarantees or have introduced
guarantees as emergency measures to meet current banking crises,
with no limits on the amounts protected. 

PART 2.  SPECIFIC DEPOSIT INSURANCE REFORM PROPOSALS
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risk�the relative cost of risk monitoring, the opaque
quality of many bank loans, and threats to financial-
market stability from potentially ill-informed deposi-
tors.  With regard to the first consideration, tracking
and analyzing bank risk�whether done by ordinary
depositors, �professional� financial-market participants
(for example, rating agencies, uninsured depositors and
creditors, security analysts), or government supervisory
authorities�requires the expenditure of substantial re-
sources.  Among the available alternatives, relying on
individual depositors to carry out the monitoring func-
tion would probably be more costly than would cen-
tralizing such activity in either public or private
facilities.  With regard to the second, most individual
depositors are probably less able than government su-
pervisors or professional private-sector analysts to pen-
etrate the opaqueness of bank portfolios and would
therefore be less able to distinguish accurately be-
tween weak and healthy banks.30 With regard to the
third, individual depositors� assessments of bank risk
would therefore be more likely to lead to contagious
runs than would more-informed judgments.  This
evaluation of what is involved in increasing depositors�
risk is part of the rationale for government deposit in-
surance and bank supervision, as well as for proposals
for increased monitoring by professional investors and
analysts.  Exposing ordinary depositors to greater risk
might lead to demands that insured banks and thrift in-
stitutions disclose more meaningful and detailed infor-
mation, but professional market participants would
undoubtedly make better use of such information in
monitoring bank risk.

Given the potential costs of tracking and analyzing
bank risk, a reduction in deposit insurance limits
probably would lead most affected depositors not to
increase their risk-monitoring activity but to adjust
their deposit balances in line with the new limits.
The prospect of this outcome is heightened by the
widespread availability in the United States of rela-
tively risk-free alternatives for individuals� funds.
Thus, existing accounts could be divided among two
or more banks, and uninsured balances could be
shifted to money-market funds and to large banks
considered �too big to fail� (TBTF).  As for the ex-
pense of resolving failed institutions, lower deposit
insurance limits might reduce it temporarily because
uninsured depositors would share more of the cost�
but any such cost savings would result mainly from
depositor ignorance and inertia and would be largely
eliminated as depositors adjusted their holdings to
the new insurance limits.

Coinsurance for Insured Depositors
As noted above, the initial permanent plan for fed-

eral deposit insurance, adopted as part of the Banking
Act of 1933, provided for coinsurance for deposits from
$10,000 to $50,000.31 Although coinsurance has prece-
dents in deposit insurance and has been applied ex-
tensively in other insurance markets, it is doubtful
whether it would in fact induce many individual de-
positors to invest the time and knowledge necessary for
tracking and analyzing bank risk effectively.  Here
again, the behavior of depositors is likely to be influ-
enced heavily by the cost of tracking and analyzing
bank risk and the availability of alternatives for holding
liquid funds.  If coinsurance applied only to relatively
large balances, depositors presumably would reduce
balances below the maximum level at which 100 per-
cent coverage applied (for example, $10,000 in the case
of the 1933 Banking Act provision).  If coinsurance ap-
plied to all insured deposit balances however small, de-
posits would become less attractive relative to other
financial instruments; as a result, individuals would
presumably shift some savings away from deposits
rather than increase their monitoring of bank risk.  At
the same time, however, a system of coinsurance for all
insured deposits would cause some reduction in reso-
lution costs because depositors would not be able to
avoid the risk of losses from bank failures as long as
they continued to hold bank deposits. 

Mandatory Loss for Uninsured Depositors  
A related proposal would restrict the automatic loss

imposed at the time of failure to uninsured deposits
and similar nondeposit credits.  One variation of this
idea would require a mandatory �haircut� of up to a
stated percentage (x percent) of uninsured deposits

30 Kane (1987) states that before and during the 1985 state insurance
crisis in Ohio, a group of uninsured thrifts were able to attract de-
posits in competition with state-insured institutions; he attributes
this to the uninsured institutions� conservative lending policies and
the quality of information these institutions passed on to customers
about their policies.  Better information would surely facilitate bank
risk monitoring by individual depositors, but as noted above, would
probably be used more effectively by professional market partici-
pants.  Calomiris and Mason (1997) and Saunders and Wilson (1996)
concluded that during bank runs in the early 1930s, depositors were
able to distinguish between solvent and insolvent banks.  Neither
study differentiated between �small� depositors�those who would
be affected by a reduction in the insurance limit�and larger, more
sophisticated depositors.  Nor is it clear how applicable these con-
clusions may be today, given the more complex operations of pre-
sent-day banks.

31 Of the 68 countries identified by the IMF as having explicit insur-
ance programs, 16 have put coinsurance features into their plans
(Garcia [1999]).
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and similar credits at failed banks.  The maximum loss
rate to be suffered in the event of failure would be
known in advance.  Uninsured depositors would bear
in full losses below the stated rate (that is, less than the
hypothetical x percent) but would be protected against
losses above that rate.32

This proposal is aimed largely at addressing the
TBTF and moral-hazard issues.  Proponents argue that
limiting the loss the uninsured depositor might other-
wise bear will reduce the risk of contagious runs and
banking panics and lessen the temptation of regulators
and elected officials to bail out large institutions.
However, it is not obvious that capping losses of unin-
sured depositors would significantly diminish the
threat of contagion and instability unless the cap were
set low�at which point, uninsured depositors might
have little incentive to monitor risk.  Prescribing a loss
rate that would materially reduce the risks of contagion
while preserving strong risk-monitoring incentives
would indeed be difficult.  Gradual implementation of
the proposal would be helpful, but ultimately the se-
lection of an appropriate loss rate would be a matter of
guesswork with uncertain consequences.  At some
point, increased market discipline might spill over into
disruptive bank runs, and that point is hard to locate in
advance.

The mandatory loss proposal may be attractive on
grounds of equity.  If all uninsured depositors faced the
prospect of loss when a bank failed, incentives to move
funds to the very largest banks would decrease, as
would complaints that small banks were treated unfair-
ly.  However, imposing losses on all uninsured deposi-
tors would require regulators and elected officials to be
willing to allow large banks to fail in some future crisis
and to apply the promised haircut to their uninsured
depositors.  In short, regulators and elected officials
would have to be willing to treat troubled large banks
the same as troubled small banks.  As suggested below,
however, regulators and elected officials may wish to
retain the option of treating large banks differently.

With respect to moral hazard, it is uncertain what ef-
fect the mandatory loss proposal might have on private-
market risk monitoring.  Uninsured depositors would
face the certainty of a loss in the event a bank failed,
but the magnitude of the loss would be capped.  Under
the present system, uninsured depositors face losses of
uncertain magnitude (either greater or less than the hy-
pothetical x percent loss) if a bank fails unless they
happen to choose a TBTF bank, in which case they
will suffer no loss.  As long as it is uncertain which

banks may be deemed TBTF and under what circum-
stances, uninsured depositors are at risk in the event of
a bank failure.  Indeed, the range of potential losses is
wider under the present regime, from zero to some-
thing in excess of x percent, than under the mandatory
loss proposal.  It is unclear whether the prospect of
mandatory but capped losses would produce more-
effective market discipline than the present system of
potentially unlimited losses that may or may not be im-
posed in particular cases.

As suggested above, the end result of a mandatory
loss regime would also depend on the magnitude of
monitoring costs relative to the cost and/or inconven-
ience of shifting funds to collateralized obligations or
other alternatives to uninsured deposits.  The large de-
positors and nondeposit creditors who supply unpro-
tected short-term credit to large banking organizations
presumably have the resources and analytical ability to
distinguish among banks according to risk.  However,
they may not conclude that expending additional re-
sources for this purpose is useful, on a cost-benefit ba-
sis.  Responses may differ among individual depositors
and nondeposit creditors, depending partly on their ex-
isting cost structures.33 Nevertheless, instead of more-
active risk monitoring and greater attempts to
discriminate among banks according to risk, some or
many may elect to keep their deposits to a minimum
and shift funds to collateralized obligations.34 Or, by
keeping their deposits and loans at all or most banks in
short maturities, they may simply rely on their ability to
move funds quickly once a bank�s troubles become

32 Stern (1999).  An alternative method of introducing coinsurance
would be to impose on uninsured depositors only a specified frac-
tion (known in advance) of the loss they would otherwise suffer in
the absence of any protection.   Under this alternative, uninsured
depositors would suffer a loss in the event of a bank failure but
would always recover more of their funds than they would if the
bank�s assets were simply liquidated.  Both alternatives are pro-
posed in Feldman and Rolnick (1998).

33 Some depositors and nonbank creditors may already have made
substantial investments in monitoring capabilities, while others
would face significant start-up costs.  Accordingly, incremental costs
for expanded monitoring activities might be considerably different
in the two cases.

34 One may argue that decisions by uninsured depositors and nonde-
posit creditors to keep maturities short or to reduce risk by shifting
to secured lending are themselves instruments of market discipline.
They are if these decisions are made selectively depending on the
basis of the depositor/creditor�s assessment of the risk posed by in-
dividual institutions and if they are made on a timely basis before a
bank�s troubles have become a matter of public knowledge and su-
pervisory intervention has been initiated.  A shift to secured lend-
ing after a bank�s problems are widely known is merely a form of
run. 



Table 1
Loss Rates on Claims

No Depositor Insured-Depositor
Assets Claims Preference Preference Preferencea

Total Loss = 10% of Total Claims, FDIC Share of Total Claims = 70%

FDIC 70% 10% 0% 0%
Uninsured Deposits 20 10 0 33
General Creditors 10 10 100 33

90% Total 100% 10% 10% 10%

Total Loss = 10% of Total Claims, FDIC Share of Total Claims = 50%

FDIC 50 10 0 0
Uninsured Deposits 30 10 0 20
General Creditors 20 10 50 20

90% Total 100% 10% 10% 10%

Total Loss = 20% of Total Claims, FDIC Share of Total Claims = 70%

FDIC 70 20 11 0
Uninsured Deposits 20 20 100 67
General Creditors 10 20 100 67

80% Total 100% 20% 20% 20%

a Assumes that uninsured depositors and unsecured, nondeposit creditors are treated alike.
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obvious and a matter of public
knowledge.35 In that event,
the uninsured depositors left
behind to suffer losses when a
bank fails are likely to be
those who are not informed or
alert enough to make the nec-
essary moves to protect them-
selves. 

Insured-Depositor
Preference in
Receivership
Claims

Legislation passed in 1993
requires that depositor claims
(including both those of unin-
sured depositors and those of
the FDIC standing in place of
insured depositors) be satis-
fied in full before unsecured,
nondeposit creditors receive
any of the proceeds of failed-
bank asset liquidations.  Na-
tional depositor preference
was adopted in 1993 budget
legislation apparently in the
belief that it could lead to sub-
stantial FDIC cost savings,
particularly at large banks that
are heavily funded by unse-
cured, nondeposit liabilities.
It was also believed that na-
tional depositor preference
would create incentives for
nondeposit creditors to moni-
tor depository institutions
more carefully.36 

Under insured-depositor
preference (which, as noted
above, was provided in the
Banking Act of 1933), unin-
sured depositors and unse-
cured, nondeposit creditors
would not receive any funds
until the FDIC had been
made whole for meeting its
obligation to insured deposi-
tors.  The effect of insured-
depositor preference on losses
of uninsured depositors is sug-

35 Marino and  Bennett (1999) discuss the behavior of uninsured depositors and creditors of a number of
large banks before the banks failed in the 1980s, and potential changes in pre-failure behavior result-
ing from the adoption of FDICIA in 1991 and national depositor preference in 1993.

36 Marino and Bennett (1999).
37 Losses of unsecured, nondeposit creditors under an insured-depositor preference regime would de-

pend on how they were treated relative to uninsured depositors.  If the two groups were treated alike,
unsecured, nondeposit creditors could suffer lower losses in some cases than they do under the present
system of depositor preference; this is illustrated in table 1.

gested by table 1.  Insured-depositor preference would tend to reduce FDIC costs
and increase the losses of uninsured depositors when banks fail, as compared with
the present system of depositor preference.  As a result, uninsured depositors
would have increased incentives to protect themselves�whether by increasing
their risk-monitoring activities or by moving funds out of deposits and into collat-
eralized and other relatively low-risk obligations.37 Again, the potential effect on
market discipline is unclear.

Abolition of  �Too Big to Fail�  
At the heart of the misnamed �too-big-to-fail� controversy is the question of

whether losses should be imposed on uninsured depositors and nondeposit credi-
tors of large failed banks.  During the 1980s bank regulators feared the possibility
that imposing such losses might trigger runs on other large banks that were heavi-
ly dependent on uninsured funding.  Accordingly, large troubled banks were re-
solved in ways that protected all depositors and other creditors. 

Aside from contagion effects on other banks, the failure of a large bank may
have serious domestic and international economic consequences if credit flows are
reduced to borrowers who lack cost-effective funding alternatives.  The failure of
a large bank may also disrupt the payments system, cause losses to correspondent
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banks, and generate counter-party credit losses in de-
rivatives markets.

FDICIA took two steps to reduce the likelihood
that uninsured depositors would be protected in bank
failures: it strengthened the least-cost test, and it pro-
hibited protection of uninsured depositors if such pro-
tection would increase the  cost to the FDIC, subject
to a systemic-risk exception.38

Some scholars have argued, on the basis of pre-
FDIC experience in the United States or of experience
in countries without deposit insurance, that the likeli-
hood of a contagious run bringing down healthy banks
is small.39 Even so, �abolishing� TBTF in any mean-
ingful sense may be impossible.  The likelihood that a
systemic crisis will be caused by a least-cost resolution
of a large bank may be small, but if such a crisis were to
occur, the consequences might be great.  This is espe-
cially true in light of recent mergers among some of the
largest banks in the country, with the possibility of ad-
ditional such mergers.  Consolidation into fewer, larger
banks may reduce the risk of individual bank failures
because of greater geographic and product diversifica-
tion�assuming that the larger size of the resultant in-
stitutions does not encourage them to assume
additional risk.40 However, the failure of only one of
several currently existing megabanks could deplete or
seriously weaken the deposit insurance fund, with po-
tentially adverse consequences for the stability of fi-
nancial markets.  Accordingly, regulators, adminis-
tration officials, and Congress may want to retain the
option of treating troubled large banks differently from
troubled small banks.  Moreover, given the past treat-
ment of troubled large banks, one may question
whether a ban adopted in good times would be a cred-
ible restriction on the behavior of regulators and elect-
ed officials in some future crisis.  

Although outright abolition may be difficult or im-
possible, some degree of uncertainty as to which banks
may be treated as TBTF, and under what circum-
stances, is needed to encourage creditors of large insti-
tutions to apply market discipline.  Under almost any
reasonable resolution scenario, stockholders face the
prospect of losses�but if uninsured depositors in a
bank believe the bank TBTF and expect to be pro-
tected, they will have little incentive to monitor its risk. 

Restriction of Coverage to Particular
Types of Depositors

Insurance coverage could be confined to individual

savers or some other narrowly defined group of depos-
itors, excluding from protection the accounts owned by
depositors who may be presumed capable of assessing
the risk characteristics of banks.  Two-thirds of the
countries that have explicit deposit insurance programs
exclude interbank deposits from protection, and a few
countries limit deposit insurance to households and
nonprofit organizations.41 In countries that recently
adopted explicit deposit insurance de novo and there-
fore were not breaching longstanding protections, lim-
ited coverage may be feasible.  The United States, in
contrast, has a long history of insuring deposits of all
types of account holders, and efforts to scale back such
coverage would probably meet strong political resis-
tance.

Proposals to Impose Increased Costs on
Bank Owners Commensurate with 
Their Banks� Risk Characteristics
Given the problems associated with increasing de-

positors� risk, numerous proponents of reform seek to
create substantially stronger incentives for bank own-
ers to restrict risk taking by their institutions.  The ra-
tionale for such proposals is that bank stockholders
have the knowledge to assess risk-return relationships
accurately and, if provided appropriate incentives, have
the power to require prudent policies on the part of of-
ficers and directors.  The main proposals have been to
increase losses of owners of failed banks beyond the
value of their investments (contingent liability), re-
quire substantially increased capital, and increase fund-
ing costs associated with risky lending activities.

38 Any decision to invoke the systemic-risk exception under FDICIA
is to be made by the Secretary of the Treasury, upon the recom-
mendation of two-thirds of the Board of Directors of the FDIC and
of the Federal Reserve Board, after consultation with the U.S. pres-
ident.  Any additional cost to the FDIC is to be financed by a spe-
cial assessment on the banks or thrifts in the same insurance fund.
Unlike the case of regular assessments, the base for this special as-
sessment would include foreign deposits, with the result that the
burden would fall more heavily on large banks, which have a dis-
proportionate share of such deposits.  With respect to least-cost res-
olutions, before FDICIA various types of resolution transactions
were permissible if they were less costly than an insured depositor
payoff or if the bank�s services were determined to be �essential� to
the community.   

39 Kaufman (1994); Calomiris and Gorton (1991).
40 The effect of consolidation on bank risk is discussed in Berger,

Demsetz, and Strahan (1999).
41 Of the 68 explicit deposit insurance programs identified by the

IMF, 45 excluded interbank deposits (Garcia [1999]).
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Contingent Liability for Bank Stockholders  
The most direct means of increasing bank stock-

holders� aversion to risk is to impose additional losses
on them, beyond the amount of their investment, if re-
coveries on receivership assets cannot meet the claims
of creditors of failed banks.  As noted above,  �double
liability� of stockholders applied to national banks
from 1863 to 1933.42 Under double liability, owners of
a failed bank could lose both the value of their stock
and the cost of an additional assessment up to the par
value of their shares.  A more recent proposal is to re-
quire a �settling up� process that would impose addi-
tional charges on stockholders and managers of failed
banks after the banks were resolved.  However, despite
the long history of double liability in the United States,
proposals to restore some form of increased or contin-
gent stockholder liability in bank failures have attract-
ed little attention outside of academic circles.  Any
serious effort in this regard would have to address the
prospect that the flow of equity funds to the banking
industry would be curtailed, with potentially adverse
effects on new bank entry, competition, and availabili-
ty of credit to bank borrowers.

Increased Capital Requirements  
As noted above, higher capital requirements are per-

haps the strongest restraint on moral hazard because
they force stockholders to put more of their own mon-
ey at risk (or suffer earnings dilution from sales of
shares to new stockholders) and provide a larger de-
ductible for the insurer.  Higher capital requirements
also tend to reduce returns on equity because banks
must substitute equity for lower-cost deposits, and this
substitution increases their average cost of funds.
Reduced leverage may slow the growth of the banking
sector and bank credit, discourage entry of new banks,
and reduce competition.43 Pushed too far, therefore,
higher capital requirements could have adverse effects
on banking and the nonfinancial economy.  Moreover,
some theoretical analyses suggest that higher capital
requirements may actually lead to increased risk taking
under certain conditions, as banks with reduced lever-
age seek to offset the reduction in expected returns by
increasing their higher-risk, higher-return lending.44

Risk-Based Capital Requirements
Risk-based capital standards were designed partly to

overcome any incentives on the part of banks to offset
the effects of flat-rate capital requirements by assum-

ing greater risk.  The risk-based standards presently in
effect in the United States were adopted in the early
1990s in conformity with the �Basel Accord� of 1988.
They prescribe different minimum capital ratios for
four asset categories,  or �buckets,� and for off-balance-
sheet activities.  But almost from their inception these
standards have been criticized on the grounds that they
consider only credit risk; take no account of diversifica-
tion or hedging; set inappropriate capital requirements
for the various risk buckets; and prescribe the same
minimum capital levels, within a particular asset buck-
et, for loans having very different risk characteristics.
As a result of these shortcomings, opportunities exist
for �regulatory capital arbitrage,� whereby capital re-
quirements may be reduced while underlying risk is
not materially changed.

The growing complexity of bank operations and the
rapid changes taking place in financial technology, both
of which particularly affect large institutions, have fo-
cused attention on banks� internal risk-management
systems as a means of helping regulators set risk-based
capital requirements for individual institutions.45

Minimum standards have been established for calcu-
lating �value-at-risk,� a calculation based on the be-
havior of underlying risk factors such as interest rates or
foreign-exchange rates during a recent period.  Value-
at-risk represents an estimate, with a specified degree
of statistical confidence, of the maximum amount that
a bank may lose on a particular portfolio because of
general market movements.

So far, this approach has been confined mainly to
large banks� trading activities. The application of these
techniques to risk-based capital requirements for cred-
it risk comes up against significant problems of data
availability, including the fact that serious credit prob-
lems have developed infrequently over a long time pe-
riod, the absence at many banks of consistent internal
credit-rating systems covering such periods, and the

42 Esty (1997); Kane and Wilson (1997). 
43 A more precise formulation of the potential effect of capital re-

quirements can be found in Berger, Herring, and Szego (1995).
Under conditions spelled out in that article,  increasing equity be-
yond market requirements reduces the value of the bank and raises
its weighted average cost of financing, so that in the long run the
size of the banking industry and the quantity of intermediation may
be reduced.

44 Calem and Rob (1996); Gennotte and Pyle (1991).  A contrary view
is presented in Furlong and  Keeley (1989).

45 Federal Reserve Bank of New York (1998); Jones and Mingo (1998);
Nuxoll (1999).
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questionable accuracy of bond-market data as proxy
measures of loan quality.  Efforts to solve these prob-
lems are under way, but at present internal models ap-
parently do not provide a reliable basis for setting
regulatory capital requirements for credit risk.

Risk-Based Insurance Premiums    
Risk-based premiums are designed to raise the ex-

plicit cost of funding risky activity.  In an ideal world,
premiums would be assessed on the basis of risky be-
havior, not on unfavorable outcomes such as loan loss-
es and reductions in capital.  However, under the
present system as adopted in the early 1990s, assess-
ments vary with capital ratios and supervisory ratings�
that is, premiums are increased after the bank
experiences losses, reductions in capital, or other dis-
cernible reductions in quality.  Initially the best-capi-
talized, highest-rated banks paid an assessment of 23
basis points on assessable deposits, and the worst-capi-
talized, lowest-rated banks paid 31 basis points.46

Currently the assessment rate ranges from 0 to 27 basis
points, with more than 90 percent of all insured banks
and thrifts paying no premiums.  Many observers
doubt that existing differences in premiums accurately
reflect differences in bank risk or provide a sufficient
incentive to reduce moral hazard significantly.47

Banks with little capital and poor supervisory ratings
are, of course, more likely to fail than stronger banks
and thus pose a greater danger to the insurance fund.
However, bank regulators have not attempted to ex-
tract sharply higher insurance premiums from these
banks, partly because doing so might hasten their de-
scent into insolvency.  Rather, regulators have pres-
sured or encouraged problem banks to strengthen their
capital positions by reducing asset growth, cutting back
dividends, and increasing their infusions of external
capital.  In this regard, it should be noted that even in
the 1980s three-fourths of all problem banks (banks
with CAMELS ratings of 4 or 5) survived as indepen-
dent institutions or were merged with healthier banks
without FDIC financial assistance.48 These rehabilita-
tion efforts might have been impeded if problem banks
had been assessed deposit insurance premiums com-
mensurate with the risk the banks posed to the insur-
ance fund.49

The chief problem is that some types of risky bank
behavior are hard to assess in advance of losses, when
banks are still profitable and able to absorb sharply in-
creased premiums and when there is still an opportu-
nity to modify risky behavior.  For example, few
observers recognized the magnitude of the risks pre-

sent in farm, energy, and commercial real-estate lend-
ing before losses were incurred as a result of regional
and sectoral recessions during the bank and thrift crises
of the 1980s.  Ideally, risky behavior should be accu-
rately identified and distinguished from new, innova-
tive, and other unfamiliar but acceptable activity.
Moreover, the probability of adverse outcomes and the
potential magnitude of the resultant loss should be es-
timated in order to gauge the seriousness of the risk.
Because this is difficult to do in advance of actual loss-
es, deposit insurers are loath to charge the sharply high-
er premiums that might be appropriate in particular
cases.50

Proposals have been made to get around this diffi-
culty by basing premiums on market indicators, such as
prices that private reinsurance companies require to
compensate them for bearing a portion of the risk of
failure of individual institutions, or prices of subordi-
nated or other debt issued by banks.51 However, it is
not obvious that private market participants would be
more successful than supervisory authorities in accu-
rately assessing and weighing risky behavior in advance
of losses.  More realistically, such market signals could
serve, along with other information, as input in the as-
sessment process.

46 This narrow 8 basis point spread reflected another FDICIA re-
quirement (that assessments were to be maintained at an average
annual rate of 23 basis points until the Bank Insurance Fund was
fully recapitalized) as well as a reluctance on the part of  the FDIC
to impose additional burdens on weaker banks�burdens that
would interfere with their efforts to restore their capital positions. 

47 Options-pricing models generally yield wider estimates of fair in-
surance premiums among individual banks.  In general, fair premi-
ums have been estimated to be very low for a majority of banks, but
much higher for a minority (Ronn and Verma [1986]; Kuester and
O�Brien [1990]).  See also Pennacchi (1987).  

48 FDIC (1997), I:62 and 443�48. 
49 A 1995 simulation of the effect of a 20 basis point assessment dif-

ferential between BIF-insured banks and SAIF-insured thrift insti-
tutions found that the number of thrift failures and failed-thrift
assets would increase by as much as one-third, depending on the as-
sumptions in a particular economic scenario (FDIC [1995], 20). 

50 One reason some types of bank risk are hard to assess in advance of
losses is the influence of overall economic conditions.  For example,
lending practices that lead to losses in a serious recession may pose
no problem if the economy stays strong.  In addition, losses on loans
of different types are often correlated.  Furthermore, many banks
remain specialized in particular regions or economic sectors, and
this concentration of risks may aggravate (or alleviate) the effects of
changing economic conditions on loan losses, depending on region-
al and sectoral differences in the pace of economic activity.
Therefore, the probability and potential magnitude of loss from a
particular lending practice depend heavily on factors outside the
practice itself.  The relationship between risk factors and actual
losses is less stable and predictable in bank lending than, say, in life
insurance.

51 Stern (1999). 
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Proposals to Use Market Mechanisms to
Ensure Prompt Action with Respect to
Troubled Banks
In view of the potential principal/agent problems in-

herent in deposit insurance, a number of reforms have
been proposed to reduce reliance on government su-
pervisors to assess and restrict bank risk and to resolve
failing institutions promptly.  These include the sub-
stitution of market value accounting for historical cost
accounting, outright privatization of deposit insurance,
and the privatization (in varying degree, depending on
the proposal) of the risk-monitoring function.  The lat-
ter includes proposals to require the FDIC to purchase
reinsurance from private sources or to issue its own cap-
ital notes, and proposals to require large banks to issue
subordinated debt or purchase private insurance for a
portion of their deposits.

A basic purpose of these proposals is to obtain as-
sessments of the condition and risk exposure of banks
from private financial-market participants.  The under-
lying assumptions are that private market participants
are better able, and more willing, than government reg-
ulators to recognize developing problems and to act
promptly to minimize losses.  This is believed to be so
because the compensation of these private-sector par-
ties is based on their success or failure in assessing
bank risk and in forcing timely supervisory action to cut
the losses developing in troubled institutions.  As it
now stands (so the argument goes), private market par-
ticipants have limited incentives to undertake this
monitoring role; reduced reliance on government sur-
veillance would encourage increased private-sector
monitoring.  Also, private market participants might
demand fuller disclosure of bank information to sup-
port their risk assessments.  As noted above, however,
for market discipline by debt-holders to be effective,
there must be some degree of uncertainty as to
whether and to what institutions the TBTF doctrine
might be applied.

Market Value Accounting  
The purpose of substituting market value account-

ing (MVA) for historical cost accounting would be to
depict more accurately the condition and riskiness of
banks and to force both regulators and bankers to act
more promptly to cure problems.  Although MVA has
considerable support among academic writers, several
major issues remain unresolved. 

First, it is unlikely that the market can accurately ac-
cess the kind of information on individual loan quality,
internal controls, and other internal risk-related matters
that supervisory authorities gather in on-site examina-
tions.  If comprehensive MVA were adopted, therefore,
supervisory assessments would still be necessary to

provide information on risk factors not apparent from
reported asset and liability values as well as to ensure
the accuracy and consistency of the information that in-
sured institutions released to the public. 

Second, some types of bank assets and liabilities
have no active secondary markets.  Proponents of MVA
deal with this fact by holding that prices of bonds, se-
curitized loans, or other traded instruments could be
used as proxies, or that nontraded assets and liabilities
could be priced by discounted cash-flow techniques.
They also point out that values of nontraded balance-
sheet items are routinely determined through compet-
itive bidding or by agreement of the parties engaged in
mergers, whole-loan sales, or failed-bank transactions.  

The accuracy of the values that would be produced
by these proposed approximations cannot be known.
If one holds that banks specialize in lending to borrow-
ers who lack practical access to capital markets and that
such loans are fundamentally nonmarketable, assets
that are securitized or traded whole do not necessarily
represent banks� nontraded assets.  Furthermore,
whereas in merger and other transactions values of
nontraded assets and liabilities are determined by bid-
ding or by agreement, in more adversarial situations
(such as supervisory actions that result in penalties or
burdens on the bank) similar procedures may not be
feasible.  If proxies for market values are to serve as an
effective trigger for supervisory intervention, they
must be widely accepted as accurate and must be ca-
pable of being readily defended by the regulators; this
may not always be feasible, given the opaque nature of
many bank loans.  However, many writers would argue
that proxy measures of market values could still play
the less-ambitious role of indicating the true condition
of banks better than historical cost does. 

To avoid the problem of valuing nontraded balance-
sheet and off-balance-sheet items, some observers
have suggested that MVA be applied only to items for
which active secondary markets exist.  However, critics
of this view have argued that a partial approach might
lead to greater volatility and inaccuracy of reported net
worth than either historical cost or comprehensive
MVA.52 This, in turn, could discourage prudent risk-
management activities.  An example is when banks use

52 U.S. Department of the Treasury (1991), XI-31 to XI-32.  Carey
(1995) concluded that any net benefits of market valuation of secu-
rities only (or of a portion of securities as required by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board in 1993) would be small.  Federal
Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan criticized both a �piece-
meal� approach to fair value accounting and a �sudden� adoption of
comprehensive market value accounting, stating that either one of
them could produce unreliable information and cause an inappro-
priate increase in the volatility of reported income and equity mea-
sures  (Greenspan [1997]).
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securities and other marketable instruments to hedge
positions in nonmarketable assets and in liabilities:  un-
der partial market valuation, changes in market prices
might result in gains or losses in market-valued items
without recognition of offsetting changes in values of
items carried at historical cost.  In fact partial MVA cur-
rently prevails, since reported amounts for trading as-
sets, securities-held-for-sale, and certain other items
reflect market prices; it is not clear that the effects have
been significant.53

A third issue is the concern of many observers that
MVA (comprehensive as well as partial) might lead to
wide short-run variation in the stated value of a bank
and that such variation would obscure underlying
trends in the banks� condition.  According to this view,
prices of bonds and other proxies might reflect transi-
tory changes in market conditions rather than the val-
ue of the nonmarketable loan portfolios they were
being used to represent, and might be more volatile
than was warranted.  This objection also reflects the
absence (in the opinion of critics) of specific guidance
and standards for estimating fair market values of some
balance-sheet items.  Finally, it reflects a concern that
banks engaging in even moderate interest-rate risk
might experience volatile capital values in periods of
rapid interest-rate changes.

With respect to the last point, the adoption of com-
prehensive MVA could have substantial economic ef-
fects.  The acquisition of long-term assets might be
discouraged because they would lose value in periods
when equity and debt prices were declining, whereas
values of shorter-term liabilities would remain relative-
ly stable.  Proponents of MVA might retort that the haz-
ards of a �borrow-short, lend-long� balance-sheet
structure are precisely the type of risk that historical
cost accounting has obscured and that marking to mar-
ket would clearly reveal.  As a result, they would argue,
MVA would reduce bank risk by discouraging maturity
mismatches.  However, as with other reform proposals,
the reduction in bank risk would come at a price.
Depending on how bank assets and liabilities were ad-
justed, adoption of comprehensive MVA might be ac-
companied by increased costs to long-term borrowers
and/or a shift of risk from banks to borrowers or other
segments of the public.

Given these problems, MVA may be feasible only
for wholesale banks that invest heavily in marketable
or securitizable instruments and engage in extensive
trading activity.  At present such banks constitute a

small minority of all U.S. banks, although their share of
total bank resources is more substantial.  These banks
are already subject to the kind of market discipline en-
visioned by proponents of market value accounting.
They tend to rely heavily on funding through unin-
sured deposits and nondeposit credits, and their total
assets are heavily weighted by assets that reprice fre-
quently or are carried at market prices.54 Like other
publicly traded banking organizations, they are also
subject to market discipline on the part of equity in-
vestors.  Conceivably the number of wholesale banks
may grow as bank powers are broadened and secondary
markets continue to develop, but most banks will prob-
ably continue to specialize in nonmarketable loans,
with this specialization remaining an obstacle to the
adoption of comprehensive MVA.

Privatizing Deposit Insurance  
Those who propose privatizing deposit insurance

sometimes argue that eliminating federal deposit in-
surance would make it politically feasible to eliminate
restrictive federal bank regulations.  Over the years nu-
merous private deposit insurance programs have been
organized by various states for mutual savings banks,
savings-and-loan associations, credit unions, and other
depository institutions operating in those states.55 As
of 1982, 30 such programs existed, but since then most
have failed because they could not meet their obliga-
tions or have been phased out because adverse public
reactions were feared.  Historically, many private, state-
level insurance programs suffered from one or more of

53 Barth et al. (1995) concluded that fair value accounting for invest-
ment securities gains and losses increased the volatility of bank
earnings relative to historical cost but that this increase was not re-
flected in bank share prices. 

54 Trading assets, securities available for sale, and other real estate are
carried for the most part at values that reflect market prices.  Assets
that reprice daily or frequently include noninterest-bearing de-
posits, fed funds sold, and repos.  For all insured commercial banks,
the total of all such assets represented 30 percent of total assets at
the end of 1998.  The percentages were much higher for a few
banks, such as Bankers Trust Co. (71 percent) and Morgan
Guaranty Trust Company of New York (78 percent).  On the other
hand, total loans and leases represented 58 percent of total assets for
all insured commercial banks but only 20 percent for Bankers Trust
and 15 percent for Morgan Guaranty Trust.

55 English (1993) classifies these programs as �private� because they
had no financial backing from state governments, although states
sometimes provided funds when the deposit insurance agency
could not meet its obligations.  Even so, in a number of cases the
state allowed �insured� depositors to suffer losses�attesting to the
essentially private nature of the programs.  See also FDIC (1983).
Proposals to privatize deposit insurance are discussed in FDIC
(1998), 53�89.
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the following weaknesses:  lack of risk diversification
because of geographic limitations or the dominance of
a few large institutions, adverse selection resulting
from the fact that the stronger institutions were able to
withdraw from the program, insufficient funding to
meet systemic losses, inadequate supervision, and con-
flicts of interest.  Some of these weaknesses would be
eliminated if a private fund were organized on a na-
tional basis and if membership were mandatory.

The chief questions raised by privatization propos-
als are these:  (1) Why would a private deposit insur-
ance system be superior to federal deposit insurance?
(2) How would a private system deal with catastrophic
losses?  (3) How would a private system deal with a po-
tential credibility problem�the belief that in extremis
the federal government would come to the rescue and
bail out the private fund in order to ensure protection
of depositors?  

With respect to the first question, it seems clear that
private insurance organizations would face the same
problems in assessing bank risk and would have to use
the same techniques for this purpose that government
supervisory agencies do.  Private insurance organiza-
tions might have stronger incentives to assess risk accu-
rately if they stood to profit from correct assessments
and to suffer losses from incorrect assessments.  Strong
incentives to restrain risk taking would also exist if the
insurance arrangements were organized on mutual
lines, whereby all insured members were mutually li-
able for all insurance losses.56 It has also been argued
that private organizations would have greater incen-
tives to act promptly in the case of troubled banks in
order to minimize failure resolution costs, whereas ac-
tion by regulators may be delayed by bureaucratic pro-
cedures.  Although the �prompt corrective action�
provisions of FDICIA seek to prevent undue regulato-
ry delay, many proponents of privatizing deposit insur-
ance or of other comprehensive reforms have
apparently concluded that these provisions are inade-
quate. 

One consideration generally ignored by supporters
of the proposal is that a private deposit insurance orga-
nization would presumably pursue different goals from
those a government agency pursues.  As noted above,
federal deposit insurance has been provided partly to
promote the stability of banking and financial markets.
Federal regulators must also be mindful of how their
supervisory actions affect the economy�witness the
�credit crunch� of the early 1990s, when regulators
were severely rebuked by elected officials for

�overzealously� applying new capital standards.
Public policy also favors entry of newly chartered insti-
tutions into banking markets and vigorous competition
among banks.  In keeping with such public-policy ob-
jectives, federal deposit insurance is broadly available
to all qualifying banks through long-term contracts
that, once issued, are seldom terminated.

In contrast, a private deposit insurance company
would presumably focus more narrowly on the objec-
tive of earning maximum profits from the business of
insuring deposits, and a mutual guaranty organization
might concentrate on minimizing costs to the existing
body of insured members.  The private company or
mutual organization might achieve these objectives by
assessing the insurance risks posed by individual banks
and charging commensurate premiums�or instead
might seek to deny coverage to banks that would strain
the insurers� or guarantors� financial capacity or banks
whose risk characteristics were too difficult or expen-
sive to monitor.57 Unlike government insurers, they

56 Calomiris (1990) and others have argued that unlimited mutual lia-
bility in mutual deposit insurance systems (like the pre�Civil War
Indiana system) provided strong incentives to member institutions
to monitor each other and to require strict supervision.  A similar
conclusion has been drawn from the experience of private clearing-
houses.  English (1993) attributed the success of these arrange-
ments to the small number of members involved (which facilitated
monitoring and prevented �free-riding� by risky institutions),
strong supervisory powers, high exit costs for insured members, and
the fact that these arrangements included central-bank features.
The chief problem with such private-sector arrangements is that
the necessary assessments to protect depositors at failed institutions
may, under extreme conditions, cause other institutions to fail or
may be effectively resisted by them.  This is particularly true if the
initial failures are at large institutions that hold a disproportionate
share of the system�s resources.

57 Unlike some other types of insurance, losses on deposit insurance
are not independent of one another; in serious national or regional
economic recessions they tend to be bunched and have the poten-
tial to reach �catastrophic� proportions.  Private insurers often seek
protection against bunched or catastrophic losses by excluding such
losses from coverage.  This option is generally not available to gov-
ernment deposit insurers except in extreme cases, and it might be
inconsistent with important public-policy objectives of government
deposit insurance.  For example, municipal bond insurance compa-
nies, which arguably are subject to a similar risk of loss bunching be-
cause of adverse business conditions, have generally protected
themselves by denying coverage to low-quality bond issues.
According to Sweeney (1998), premiums are based on the assump-
tion of zero loss, and 53 percent of the municipal bond issues float-
ed in 1996 were uninsured.  Other examples are the �wartime
exclusion� in life insurance policies and the �hostile action or in-
surrection exclusions� in fire insurance.  In property/casualty insur-
ance, many exposures faced by corporations and households are
retained and never reach insurers, and very little of the reinsurance
in place provides protection against industry-wide losses for cata-
strophic events greater than $5 billion, at a time when prospective
losses can easily exceed $50 billion (Froot [1999], 2).  Froot and
O�Connell (1999) conclude that in the 1990s, a period of unprece-
dented catastrophic losses, there was evidence that �capital market
imperfections� impeded the flow of capital into the property/casu-
alty reinsurance sector. 
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might choose to offer only short-term contracts that are
easily cancelled, or might take other steps to limit their
exposure.  Private insurers who pursued such low-risk
strategies would, of course, have to accept lower ex-
pected returns, but from their standpoint this might be
preferable.58

Thus, whether a private deposit insurance system or
the present federal system would be preferable de-
pends partly on one�s view of the purpose of deposit in-
surance.  If one construes the purpose narrowly,
holding that deposit insurance should do no more than
provide depositors with some measure of protection at
minimum cost to insurers and taxpayers, then in prin-
ciple a private system might have merit.  However, if
one construes the purpose more broadly and believes
deposit insurance should also promote financial-mar-
ket stability, new bank entry and competition, and per-
haps other broad objectives, then the appropriate
vehicle for providing deposit insurance is a public
agency subject to oversight by elected officials.
Reconciling broad and sometimes conflicting public-
policy objectives is preeminently a governmental func-
tion.

With respect to the second question (how would a
private system deal with catastrophic losses), most ob-
servers agree that a federal deposit insurance fund
commands greater resources than a private insurance
facility would.  The availability of resources that can be
mobilized in an emergency is critical in protecting
against bunched or catastrophic losses; to many people,
providing such protection is a principal function of de-
posit insurance.  Private insurers might seek to increase
their capacity through reinsurance arrangements and
catastrophe securities, as casualty insurance providers
have tried to do.  Even with such arrangements, how-
ever, the resources available to private insurers would
probably fall short of the resources available to a gov-
ernment deposit insurer.  Although one can design on
paper a private system with sufficient capital for cata-
strophic losses, experience in existing private insurance
markets suggests that, in practice, the supply of private
capital for such losses is limited.  As a result, it might be
hard to maintain public confidence in the ability of a
private fund to protect depositors under extreme con-
ditions.  In this regard, one proponent of privatization
would assign a back-up, or reinsurance, role for the
FDIC.59

With respect to the third question (how would a pri-
vate system deal with a potential credibility problem),
proposals for private deposit insurance assume that

losses from bank failures would in fact be borne by pri-
vate insurers or guarantors who would not be able to
pass them on to the federal government or other par-
ties.  This assumption might be questionable, howev-
er, if the public continued to regard the protection of
deposits as ultimately a government responsibility, or if
the remaining insured members would be seriously
weakened by increased assessments, or if the remain-
ing insured members were successful in exerting polit-
ical pressure for governmental relief.  Federal
sponsorship of a private deposit insurance system
might lead to expectations that the federal government
would come to the rescue if the private system could
not protect depositors.  Such expectations might be
heightened if the FDIC formally reinsured the private
program.  An explicit or implicit federal backstop could
generate moral-hazard problems comparable to those
existing in the present system and therefore defeat the
purpose of privatizing deposit insurance.60

Privatizing the Risk-Monitoring Function  
Less-drastic approaches would be to privatize the

risk-monitoring function of bank supervisory agencies
or (perhaps more realistically) to increase substantially
reliance on market indicators of bank risk as compared
with supervisory assessments.  Currently regulators do,
of course, track bond and stock prices, rating agency
downgrades and upgrades, and other market informa-
tion pertaining to large, publicly traded banking orga-
nizations.  An extension of current practice would be to
formally incorporate market indicators in the failure-
prediction and CAMELS-rating-deterioration models
currently used by regulatory agencies in off-site moni-
toring activities.

58 The government might intervene, as it has in other insurance mar-
kets, to require that coverage be extended to banks and risks that
private insurers would prefer to exclude.  Depending on how ex-
tensive this intervention might be, the perceived advantages of pri-
vate deposit insurance might be obviated.

59 Ely (1998) and H.R. 4318: The Deposit Insurance Reform,
Regulatory Modernization, and Taxpayer Protection Act of 1996.  In
this proposal, bank deposits and certain other debt obligations
would be protected by cross-guarantee contracts negotiated with di-
rect guarantors whose obligations would, in turn, be guaranteed by
other guarantors.  Thus the entire guarantee system would, in prin-
ciple, stand behind every guaranteed deposit.  In addition, FDIC
insurance would remain in place, at least initially, as a backstop.

60 One study of property/casualty insurance companies that are im-
plicitly backed by state governments (through quasi-governmental
guaranty funds) observed behavior on the part of the companies
that was consistent with the moral-hazard principle (Bohn and Hall
[1999]).
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Reform proposals, however, would rely more funda-
mentally on market signals. As noted above, they
would use market indicators to help set deposit insur-
ance premiums, trigger supervisory intervention, or
force market-driven changes in bank risk taking.  In
general, they would induce some group of relatively so-
phisticated investors (in addition to stockholders) to as-
sume a portion of a bank�s or the insurer�s risk; the
prices or investment returns required by these in-
vestors would indicate their risk assessments.  In one
alternative, the FDIC would be required to obtain
reinsurance from private firms for a portion of the loss-
es it incurred as a result of the failure of a bank or thrift.
In another, large banks would be required to obtain pri-
vate insurance for a portion of their deposits.  In a third,
insured institutions would be required to issue subor-
dinated debt.  Finally, the FDIC would be required to
issue capital notes to the public.

Unquestionably, markets can be helpful in supple-
menting supervisory risk assessments of large banks.61

In the case of Continental Illinois and the Bank of New
England in the 1980s, for example, adverse market re-
actions triggered supervisory action that many believe
should have been taken earlier.  Furthermore, many in-
stitutions appear to be already subject to some degree
of market discipline through equity and debt markets.
Presumably this is true of publicly traded banking or-
ganizations, which represent only a fraction of the
number of banks but a predominant share of total bank
assets.62 Moreover, many large banks rely heavily on
uninsured funding.  For the 25 largest commercial
banks, insured deposits represented only 30 percent of
total liabilities at the end of 1998.  For the top decile in
terms of asset size (874 commercial banks), the corre-
sponding percentage was 52 percent; for the bottom
nine deciles, it ranged from approximately 75 percent
to nearly 90 percent.  As noted below, most of the
largest banks have outstanding subordinated notes and
debentures that were issued mainly by parent holding
companies.

Although market discipline is a valuable supple-
ment to supervisory monitoring, the two are not neces-
sarily interchangeable, even in the case of large,
publicly traded banks.  Some studies suggest that the
bank examination process uncovers relevant informa-
tion on the current condition of large banks that is not
reflected in contemporaneous market information.63

Moreover, as noted above, on-site examinations are
needed to ensure the accuracy of the financial data
banks release to the public.  For small banks, of course,
because they do not rely heavily on uninsured funding

and generally do not have widely traded stock, there is
often no effective market alternative to supervisory ex-
aminations in providing an independent risk assess-
ment.

Private Reinsurance  
In keeping with a provision of FDICIA, the FDIC

explored the feasibility of establishing a private rein-
surance system for deposit insurance.  According to the
proposal studied, the FDIC would obtain private rein-
surance covering up to 10 percent of any loss it might
incur in the event a bank failed.  The bank�s deposit in-
surance premium would be based wholly or partly on
the cost of reinsurance and would reflect a market as-
sessment of the risk posed by the bank.  In principle
private reinsurance has certain advantages from the
standpoint of market discipline because the reinsurers,
like the FDIC, would not benefit from the upside po-
tential of risky situations.  Moreover, unlike mandatory
sub-debt, private reinsurance could arguably be re-
quired of banks of all sizes.  The study found, howev-
er, that potential reinsurers had only limited interest in
engaging in reinsurance contracts on terms acceptable
to the FDIC.64

One reason for the limited interest might have been
conflicts between the goals of federal deposit insurance
and the goals of private reinsurers (the latter are dis-
cussed above in connection with proposals for private
deposit insurance).  For example, private reinsurers
may prefer to limit their risk (and accept lower prices)
by reinsuring only the soundest banks.  If private rein-
surers were permitted to �cherry pick� deposit insur-
ance risks, reinsurance prices would not accurately
reflect the risk that many insured institutions pose to
the FDIC.  On the other hand, the prices demanded
by private reinsurers would reflect regulatory risk be-
cause the magnitude of their losses could be affected
by the FDIC�s actions in regulating bank activities, re-
solving failed institutions, and liquidating their assets.

61 Flannery (1998) reviews the evidence on the relative efficacy of
market signals and government supervision. 

62 Publicly traded banking organizations represented an estimated 20
percent of the total number of banks and approximately 90 percent
of total bank assets at the end of 1998.  These estimates are based
on information furnished by the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Federal Reserve Board, and SNL Securities; they re-
fer to banks, and banks owned by holding companies, whose equi-
ty was traded on the New York Stock Exchange, American Stock
Exchange, or NASDAQ as of December 31, 1998.

63 Berger et al. (1998); De Young et al (1998); Simons and Cross (1991). 
64 FDIC (1993b). 
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So for this reason as well, reinsurance prices might not
accurately reflect risks to the FDIC.  Nor is it obvious
how the FDIC might use reinsurance prices in setting
deposit insurance assessments and in conducting other
supervisory processes; further exploration would be
needed.

Proposals to require large banks to buy private in-
surance for a portion of their deposits raise broadly sim-
ilar issues.  Risk aversion on the part of private insurers
might lead them to deny insurance or to charge pro-
hibitive premiums to banks whose activities posed
above-average risk or required expensive monitoring
activities.  Although providing insurance for only the
best risks, at relatively low premiums to the banks and
low monitoring expenses to the insurer, might be an ef-
fective use of private insurance capital, it would be of
limited value in supervisory processes.

Mandatory Subordinated Debt
Of the various alternatives for private bank monitor-

ing, proposals to require the issuance of subordinated
debt have received the most attention.  In 1984
William Isaac, then-Chairman of the FDIC, proposed
that banks be required to have subordinated deben-
tures up to 3 percent of assets, on top of 6 percent in
equity.  Since then, the proposal for mandatory subor-
dinated debt has been periodically revived in order to
promote private-sector monitoring of bank risk, to in-
crease bank capital, and to provide greater protection
for the insurance fund.  From a regulatory standpoint,
sub-debt has a number of advantages.  Unlike short-
term creditors, investors in long-term sub-debt must
rely on their assessment of the institution�s condition
and prospects rather than on their ability to shift funds
quickly in the event of trouble.65 Unlike equity in-
vestors, moreover, holders of subordinated debt cannot
expect to profit significantly from increases in value
and are likely to view bank risk somewhat as regulators
and deposit insurers view it.  From the standpoint of
banks, sub-debt is a relatively cheap form of regulatory
capital, especially given the deductibility of interest for
income tax purposes.

Sub-debt might assist bank risk monitoring in a
number of ways.  Movements in prices of outstanding
sub-debt, and in differentials among individual banks,
would presumably reflect changing market perceptions
of the condition of the issuing banks collectively, as
well as the relative risk of individual institutions.
Furthermore, banks might be required not only to have
outstanding sub-debt but also to issue new debt peri-

odically, perhaps in keeping with a staggered-maturity
requirement.  In that case, banks would be subject to
periodic evaluation by new-issue investors as well as by
traders.  Sub-debt issued by a bank holding company
would serve the purpose if the company�s principal as-
set were a bank.  In the case of companies with major
nonbank subsidiaries, banks might be required to issue
the sub-debt directly to the public.

The principal disadvantage of this proposal is that
small banks do not have practical access to the market
for sub-debt:  securities issuance involves high fixed
costs, and interest in small-bank issues on the part of
investors and analysts would be limited.  Most large
banking organizations, in contrast, have issued sub-
debt voluntarily, presumably because doing so was
profitable.  At the end of 1998, 23 of the 25 largest com-
mercial banks had subordinated notes and debentures
outstanding, ranging up to 3.7 percent of total assets for
individual institutions and averaging 2.0 percent of to-
tal assets.  For the 9,672 individual banks and thrifts
with less than $500 million in assets, the corresponding
percentage was .01 percent of total assets.  In the case
of small institutions, market prices would not necessar-
ily reflect the condition and prospects of the issuer but,
rather, the thinness of the market for small-bank issues.
Under these circumstances, mandatory sub-debt issues
would be an effective monitoring device only for large
banks; these banks, however, do represent a major
share of total bank assets in the country.66

Some proponents of mandatory sub-debt�and of
increased reliance on market discipline generally�rec-
ognize that such measures would be feasible mainly for
large, publicly held banking organizations that make
heavy use of unsecured, uninsured financing.  They
propose a two-tier regulatory system.  Large, publicly
traded banks would be subject to a combination of in-
creased reliance on market discipline and supervisory
monitoring, whereas small, closely held banks that
generally rely on insured deposit funding would be

65 Most proposals for mandatory subordinated debt envision interme-
diate-term securities.  Current regulations require that subordinat-
ed debt have an original average maturity of at least five years to
qualify as part of Tier 2 capital.  However, one proposal would re-
quire large banks to issue puttable subordinated debt.  The put fea-
ture would require redemption at par after 90 days.  If the
institution could not redeem the put debt in 90 days while contin-
uing to meet regulatory capital standards, it would be deemed in-
solvent (Wall [1989], 2�17).

66 In 1995, banking firms with traded debentures outstanding repre-
sented 1 percent of all U.S. banking firms but more than one-half of
total bank assets (Flannery [1998], 283).
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subject only to supervisory monitoring.  (Differential
treatment for small and large banks might also be ap-
plied to capital requirements, closure rules, and other
regulatory provisions.)  To date there has been little
discussion of the competitive and political issues that
might arise if large and small banks were subject to dif-
ferent supervisory provisions, or of technical issues,
such as how to distinguish objectively between the two
groups of banks.

FDIC Capital Notes
Another proposed way to encourage prompt and ef-

fective supervisory action is to require the FDIC to
periodically issue capital notes to the public.  Interest
on the notes would be terminated if the insurance fund
dropped to zero and taxpayer funds had to be appro-
priated by Congress to meet insurance losses.67

Furthermore, part of the pension funds provided for
FDIC directors would be invested in FDIC capital
notes while they were in office, to reinforce incentives
to avoid policies that might weaken the insurance
fund.

The purpose of the proposal is to enlist private-sec-
tor assistance in monitoring the condition of the insur-
ance fund and to make sure that the FDIC will avoid
taxpayer funding.  However, little in the history of the
FDIC suggests insufficient concern on this score.
Considering the fate of the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation and the intensity of congres-
sional oversight of the taxpayer-funded Resolution
Trust Corporation, bureaucratic self-interest (if nothing
else) should ensure the FDIC�s strong commitment to
minimizing the danger that taxpayer funding would be
needed. 

If the FDIC were to be subject to market discipline,
as this proposal contemplates, then the FDIC should
have the powers appropriate to its new status.  Such
powers would presumably include greater freedom to
increase the size of the insurance fund to levels dictat-
ed by the market for its capital notes.  (Currently the
fund is constrained by a statutory reserve target of 1.25
percent of insured deposits.)  It would also be appro-
priate to give the FDIC increased supervisory authori-
ty over national and state member banks so that it
could better control its risk exposure and could avoid
principal/agent problems with other federal regula-
tors.68

Proposals to Restrict the Range of 
Banking Activity Financed by 
Insured Deposits
Proposals to restrict the range of banking activity fi-

nanced by insured deposits would address the moral-
hazard and principal/agent problems quite differently
from the reform proposals already discussed.  The nar-
row-bank proposal would essentially prevent the use of
insured deposits to fund investments with more than
minimal risk.  The traditional-bank proposal would
confine the use of insured deposits to the banks� liq-
uidity transformation function; insured deposits would
be used primarily for funding illiquid loans, but gener-
ally not for funding investments or products traded in
established markets.

Narrow Banks  
The narrow-bank proposal calls for a drastic reduc-

tion in, if not outright elimination of, deposit insur-
ance.69 If deposit insurance were retained at all, it
would be restricted to deposits held in banks that in-
vest solely in liquid, risk-free assets and operate like
money-market funds.  And if runs on narrow banks oc-
curred at all, the bank would be able to meet them by
liquidating a portion of its assets without delay, signifi-
cant cost, or disruptive effects on capital markets.
Deposit insurance would be needed only for failures
caused by fraud or external disasters; premiums would
be low; and the risk that taxpayer funds would ever be
required would be very small.  Assuming that asset re-
strictions were strictly enforced, moral hazard would be

67 Interest on these notes would be suspended if the FDIC were to
borrow from the Treasury to obtain sufficient liquidity.  The pur-
pose of this provision is  �to make sure that solvency problems are
not hidden by the FDIC under the pretense that the only issue is
the liquidity of the fund� (Wall [1997], 21).

68 Wall (1997) states that the FDIC could seek permission from
Congress to increase the insurance fund and that the FDIC should
be able, at its own discretion, to examine banks supervised by the
Federal Reserve Board or the Comptroller of the Currency.
However, if Congress did not heed the agency�s petition to increase
the fund, the FDIC�s ability to maintain a strong market for its cap-
ital note obligations might be undermined.  Furthermore, other
federal banking agencies have sometimes resisted the FDIC�s ef-
forts to exercise its currently existing back-up examination authori-
ty. 

69 The narrow-bank proposal has a long history and numerous precur-
sors, which Wallace (1996) traces back to Adam Smith�s 1789 Wealth
of Nations.  Recent examples of narrow-bank proposals are Litan
(1987), Bryan (1991), and Pierce (1991). 



As has often been stated, here and elsewhere, de-
posit insurance involves a trade-off between certain
public-policy objectives (such as promoting financial-

market stability and protecting savers) and various
risks and costs.  Deposit insurance creates incentives
for insured banks to take increased risks, and it gener-
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largely eliminated.  Lending to businesses and con-
sumers would be conducted by uninsured, nondeposit
institutions, perhaps holding-company affiliates of nar-
row banks, which would fund their lending activity
through various uninsured debt and equity instru-
ments and would be subject to market discipline like
any other nonbank borrower.

There have been numerous examples of narrow
banks in the United States and other countries:  postal
savings systems, government savings banks, and na-
tional banks in their operations as issuers of notes
backed by U.S. government securities early in their
history.  These institutions operated alongside other
banks that provided credit to the private sector funded
by equity and deposits�in some cases, by insured de-
posits.  In the context of deposit insurance reform,
however, the narrow-bank proposal would apply to all
presently insured banks and is designed to reduce the
scope of deposit insurance or eliminate it altogether.  In
effect, the narrow-bank proposal would eliminate one
of the main features that is believed to make banks
special and that justifies the existence of a federal safe-
ty net�the use of liquid deposits to finance relatively
illiquid loans.

Like many other deposit insurance reform propos-
als, the narrow-bank concept involves a trade-off be-
tween benefits and costs.  Adoption of the narrow-bank
concept would largely eliminate the risk of bank runs
and the consequent need for deposit insurance, but at
the cost of potentially reducing the supply of credit to
borrowers who lack direct, cost-effective access to the
capital markets.  Many savers who seek safe and liquid
accounts would gravitate to the narrow banks, where
their savings would be channeled solely into liquid
government and high-quality corporate obligations.
Credit flowing to other borrowers would be funded by
higher-cost equity and uninsured borrowings of nonde-
posit lending institutions.  In contrast, the present sys-
tem potentially results in more and/or cheaper credit
for borrowers who lack direct access to capital markets,
but at the risk of socially harmful bank runs and at the
cost of maintaining a deposit insurance system to pre-
vent such runs.  This is the trade-off that the United
States and most other countries have chosen.70

A narrow banking system would also present some

regulatory concerns, because of the profitability of de-
posit-funded lending.  Owners of narrow banks might
seek to circumvent (or, by exerting political pressure, to
obtain relief from) asset restrictions in order to earn
higher profits from lending low-cost insured deposits to
private-sector borrowers than they could earn on liquid
investments.  

Traditional Banks
A less-drastic alternative would be to restrict deposit

insurance to banks engaged primarily in liquidity trans-
formation�intermediating between liquid deposits
and illiquid loans.71 Except when synergies exist with
traditional intermediation, other activities would be
carried on in affiliates or subsidiaries not funded by in-
sured deposits.  Financial transactions between the
bank and these nondeposit entities would be at �arm�s
length� and enforced by �firewalls� so that the bene-
fits of the federal safety net would not be extended be-
yond the traditional function of bank intermediation.

Implementing this approach would require distin-
guishing on some rational economic basis between so-
called traditional and nontraditional banking activities.
In addition, bankers might resist the change because
reorganizing existing activities into insured and unin-
sured entities would be costly and because they would
prefer to finance a variety of investments with low-cost
insured deposits.  If the traditional-bank approach were
successfully implemented, however, it would limit the
scope of deposit insurance and the federal safety net.
It would reduce the risk of losses to the insurance fund
from nontraditional activities, prevent unfair competi-
tion between banks and nonbank organizations, inhib-
it the spread of bank-type regulation to nonbank
companies, and lessen moral-hazard and TBTF prob-
lems in nontraditional activities.  In traditional lending
activities financed by insured deposits, moral-hazard
problems would remain.

70 Two past or present exceptions are Argentina (which abolished de-
posit insurance in 1991, only to reinstate it in 1995) and New
Zealand (which has no explicit or implicit deposit insurance system)
(World Bank [1996]).  Certain other countries do not have explicit
systems but may introduce some form of protection in the event of
a crisis.

71 FDIC (1992); Carns (1995); Hoenig (1996).
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ates substantial costs for monitoring and restraining
bank risk.  To the extent that mechanisms for restrain-
ing bank risk are ineffective, low-cost funds will flow to
high-risk ventures, and the result will be a misalloca-
tion of resources, bank failures, and increased insur-
ance costs for banks that operate safely.  In extreme
cases, the cost of insurance losses may fall on taxpay-
ers.

Proposals for reforming deposit insurance are gener-
ally based on the view that the present balance be-
tween the terms of the trade-off is inappropriate.
These proposals put greater weight on the side of re-
straining bank risk, and their proponents generally at-
tach less importance to the public-policy objectives of
deposit insurance than do defenders of the present sys-
tem.  For example, proponents of increased market
discipline (to be achieved by market value accounting,
increased depositor risk exposure, or other means) ap-
pear willing to accept greater volatility in financial mar-
kets, considering it a necessary price to pay for
ensuring prompt action by bankers and regulators to
correct weaknesses in individual institutions.
Similarly, proponents of increased burdens on bank
stockholders (to be achieved, for example, with sharply
increased capital requirements or a return to double li-
ability of stockholders) appear willing to accept a
smaller, less-competitive banking sector and a poten-
tial reduction in the availability of credit to borrowers
who are dependent on banks, as a necessary price for
restraining risk.  And proposals for privatizing deposit
insurance generally all but ignore the possibility that
coverage might be denied to particular classes of banks
or types of risk, and generally disregard the public-pol-
icy implications of such action.  In general, many re-
form proposals ignore or discount the prospect that
reducing bank risk may effectively increase costs
and/or risk to borrowers, creditors, or other sectors of
the economy. 

Besides differing on how to balance conflicting ob-
jectives, opposing sides on specific reform proposals
(or on reform generally) also differ on certain critical is-
sues:  the cost of monitoring bank risk; the relative ef-
ficacy of risk monitoring and restraint by creditors,
investors, and government supervisory authorities; and
the economic significance of bank intermediation.
Thus, proposals for increased discipline by depositors
and nondeposit creditors appear to assume that the
cost of effectively monitoring banks is low relative to
the cost (or foregone income) of shifting to invest-
ments that are less risky and need less monitoring. 

With respect to the relative effectiveness of differ-
ent agents for identifying or restraining bank risk, dif-
ferences in judgment appear to be based on factual,
historical, and ideological considerations.  Factually,
until recently few efforts had been made to compare
rigorously the relative predictive powers of market sig-
nals and supervisory assessments of the condition of
banks.  Historically, regulatory lapses during the bank
and thrift crises of the 1980s and skepticism that
enough has changed since then have provided part of
the rationale for proposals to shift to the private sector
responsibilities now borne by government supervisors.
For some proponents of reform, the S&L debacle was
not an aberration but a true reflection of the funda-
mental deficiencies of depository institution regula-
tion.  Ideologically, faith in free markets and suspicion
of any government intervention have also been a factor
in judgments about which agents are more effective or
less in restraining bank risk.  For many proponents of
reform, market discipline is the preferred tool for re-
straining risk, followed by statutory rules that largely
eliminate the discretionary authority of regulators.
This preference for rules over discretion reflects a dis-
trust of regulatory action and leads to the conclusion
that FDICIA did not go far enough in restricting regu-
latory discretion.

With respect to bank intermediation, proponents of
narrow banks tend to downplay the importance of the
liquidity-transformation function (which some people
regard as fundamental to banking), while advocates of
market value accounting generally dismiss the signifi-
cance of inherently nonmarketable loan portfolios,
viewing their existence as a readily surmountable ob-
stacle.  In short, one�s view of many reform proposals
depends on one�s view of the nature and economic sig-
nificance of bank intermediation.  If the appropriate
model is that of banks as lenders to idiosyncratic bor-
rowers, then bank runs (rational or irrational) can have
serious economic consequences because they may re-
sult in the dumping of essentially nonmarketable as-
sets or an interruption of credit flows to borrowers who
lack practical alternatives.  In this model, market disci-
pline will have limited effectiveness because market
participants will lack relevant information on borrower
characteristics.  But if the more appropriate model, at
least for a major segment of the banking industry, is
that of banks as holders/traders of marketable or secu-
ritizable instruments, it would be logical to reach quite
different conclusions on reform proposals.  
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In assessing reform proposals, one should always re-
member that no regulatory regime, existing or pro-
posed, is or will be perfect; all are likely to have
occasional unforeseen and unintended consequences,
and all are likely to fall short of their objectives at
times.  Proponents of reform sometimes draw a com-
parison between the present system, with all its short-
comings in practice, and an idealized proposed system
that works perfectly on paper.  Proponents of greater
market discipline, while emphasizing major errors of
judgment by regulators, ignore the fact that markets,
too, make mistakes; and more important, they ignore
the fact that both market participants and regulators
operate with limited information and their own partic-

ular biases, and that they pursue sometimes divergent
objectives.  So the essential but difficult task is to com-
pare the actual operations of the existing regime with
the likely behavior of a proposed substitute.

Some of the deposit insurance questions raised in re-
cent years may be settled by research on factual mat-
ters or by extensive debate.  Many other questions will
probably not be settled by these means, because they
reflect the various participants� divergent �world
views� of the efficacy of markets and government in-
tervention.  These questions may remain unresolved
unless another round of serious bank and thrift prob-
lems subjects the existing deposit insurance and bank
regulatory systems to a new and challenging test.
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